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2015 Middle East respiratory syndrome outbreak in South
...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2015_Middle_East_respiratory...
South Korea reported its first MERS case on 20 May 2015. A 68-year-old man returning
from the Middle East was diagnosed with MERS nine â€¦

Government reaction · Related incidents · Effects

Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS â€¦
www.who.int › â€¦ › Disease Outbreak News (DONs)
On 12 October 2015, the National IHR Focal Point of the Republic of Korea provided
follow-up information on a previously reported case of Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV) infection.
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Middle East
respiratory
syndrome
Middle East respiratory syndrome, also
known as camel flu, is a viral respiratory
infection caused by the MERS-coronavirus.
Symptoms may range from mild to severe.
They include fever, cough, diarrhea, and
shortness of breath. Disease is typically
more severe in those with other health
problems.
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MERS-CoV | About MERS | Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome â€¦
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/about/index.html
So far, all cases of MERS have been linked through travel to, or residence in, countries in
and near the Arabian Peninsula. The largest known outbreak of MERS outside the
Arabian Peninsula occurred in the Republic of Korea in 2015. The outbreak was
associated with a traveler returning from the Arabian Peninsula.

South Korea MERS outbreak grows as 1,369 in
quarantine - CNN
https://www.cnn.com/2015/06/03/world/south-korea-mers/index.html
Jun 03, 2015 · MERS outbreak in South Korea is likely to grow, as the number of people
under quarantine crept up to 1,369 on Wednesday, with 35 confirmed cases. MERS
outbreak in South Korea is likely to grow, as the number of people under quarantine crept
up to 1,369 on Wednesday, with 35 confirmed cases.

Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS â€¦
www.who.int › â€¦ › Disease Outbreak News (DONs)
Between 4 and 7 July 2015, the National IHR Focal Point of the Republic of Korea notified
WHO of 2 additional confirmed case of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
(MERS-CoV). Additional information on the outbreak in the Republic of Korea. To date, a
total of 186 MERS-CoV cases, including 33 deaths, have been reported.

South Korea MERS outbreak: 9 dead; 2,800 quarantined -
CNN
https://www.cnn.com/2015/06/08/world/south-korea-mers-outbreak/...
Jun 08, 2015 · Seoul, South Korea (CNN)South Korea is grappling with two battles: the
virus itself and the public fear over MERS, one official declared. The nation has been â€¦

South Korea finally MERS-free | Science | AAAS
www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/12/south-korea-finally-mers-free
Seven months after South Korea identified its first case of Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS), the country is calling the outbreak officially over as of midnight
tonight there. The final patient infected with the MERS virus passed away on 25
Novemberâ€”not from MERS but from the malignant ...

South Korean MERS outbreak likely to spread, health ...
https://www.usatoday.com/.../06/02/mers-spreads-south-korea/28373087
Jun 03, 2015 · A MERS outbreak in South Korea â€” the largest outside Saudi Arabia,
where the disease first emerged in 2012 â€” is likely to grow, the World Health
Organization said Tuesday. MERS, or Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, has infected at
least 25 people in South Korea and killed two, according to the ...
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